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1. Introduction
COTA NT believes that ageism matters and, like any other form of prejudice 
and discrimination, can make a profound impact on people’s wellbeing, social 
inclusion, and equality.  

Half the world’s population is ageist against older people. Ageism is everywhere: 
from our institutions and relationships to ourselves. For example, ageism is in 
policies that support healthcare rationing by age, practices that limit younger 

people’s opportunities to contribute to decision-making in the workplace, 
patronizing behaviour used in interactions with older and younger people, and in 

self-limiting behaviour, which can stem from internalized stereotypes about what a 
person of a given age can be or do.  (Ageing: Ageism, 2021) 

What is ageism? 
Ageism refers to the stereotypes (how we think), prejudice (how we feel) and 

discrimination (how we act) towards others or oneself based on age. 
 (Ageing: Ageism, 2021) 

When does age discrimination occur? 

Age discrimination occurs when a person is treated less favourably, or 
not given the same opportunities as others in a similar situation, 

because he or she is considered to be too old or too young. 
(Age discrimination, 2014) 
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Survey Aims 
There were numerous aims in launching this survey including: 

• Raising awareness of ageism
• Promoting thought and discussion about ageing
• Providing information about ageism in global and Australian society
• Identifying whether seniors Territorians felt the NT was ‘age-friendly.’
• Answering the question, to some degree, “Is the Territory of 2022 a place where

every person is valued, connected and respected regardless of their age and health?”

The survey responses are collated into the following topics: 

1. Is ageism in the Territory?
2. Age-based assumptions
3. Where is ageism experienced
4. Ageism in the workplace
5. Thoughts on ageing
6. Thoughts on age and getting older
7. Ageing in the media
8. Making change

2. Data Source
• The survey was conducted between 27 June and November 2022.
• The survey was distributed via events, online and print media including, but

not limited to, Seniors Expo 2022, Seniors Voice, email, social media and
website posts.

• Respondents were mainly aged between 60 and 80 years of age.
• Respondents identified their cultural backgrounds as Australian, European,

Asian, non-English speaking background and Indigenous Australian or
Torres Strait Islander.

• Respondents across the Territory in Darwin, Coomalie, Alice Springs,
Litchfield, Palmerston, East Arnhem, Roper Gulf, West Daly, Katherine, Wagait
and Barkly.

• Note: This information should not be considered definitive or scientific
research.

3. Activity Snapshot
When the survey was launched on the online engagement hub 
(https://ntseniorsvoice.org.au/age-friendly-territory-survey) it was accompanied by 
background information on why the survey was being undertaken and key 
documents.  

https://ntseniorsvoice.org.au/age-friendly-territory-survey
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This snapshot outlines what activity the survey generated online. 

• The Survey Project pages on the Seniors Voice Engagement hub received
995 page views and 427 unique visitors.

• Key documents uploaded to the Survey were visited by 218 unique visitors
and 481 documents were viewed/downloaded.

o Global Report on Ageism WHO  2021 (WHO, 2021) -
viewed/downloaded 45 times.

o Ageism Summary: The drivers of ageism (The Benevolent Society,
2017) - viewed/downloaded 40 times.

o What’s Age Got to Do With It? (Australian Human Rights
Commission, 2021) - viewed/downloaded 34 times.

o The Real Old (Every Age Counts, 2019) - viewed/downloaded 37
times.

o Multigenerational workforces: a guide to the rights of older workers
under the Age Discrimination Act (Australian Human Rights Commission,
2019) - viewed/downloaded 34 times.

o Global Report on Ageism Executive Summary WHO 2021 (WHO, 2021) -
viewed/downloaded 28 times.

o Reframing Ageing Summary (Every Age Counts, 2019) -
viewed/downloaded 32 times.

o Reframing Ageing Final Report (Every Age Counts, 2019) -
viewed/downloaded 53 times.

o Ageism: The Full Report (Every Age Counts, 2021) - viewed/downloaded
37 times.*

o Ageism in Culturally Diverse Communities (Every Age Counts, 2019) -
viewed/downloaded 63 times.

• 73 people took the survey.

* The EAC Ageism Report 2022 (Every Age Counts, 2022) is now available.
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4. Demographics
• 44% of survey respondents are aged between 70 and 80
• 41% aged 60 to 70
• 7% aged 80 to 90.
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5. Is ageism in the Territory?
Have you been affected by ageist attitudes / experienced age-based 
assumptions about you?  

Do you believe ageism exists in the Northern Territory specifically? 

42, 57%21, 29%

10, 14%

Yes

No

Unsure

25, 34%

20, 28%

28, 38% Yes

No

Unsure

Count 
Yes 25 
No 20 
Unsure 28 

Count 
Yes 42 
No 21 
Unsure 10 
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6. Age-based assumptions
Have you stereotyped others or made assumptions about any other age 
group?  

Do you feel that any age-based assumptions have been made about 
you?  

Respondents were asked to tick any that applied 

34, 47%

22, 31%

16, 22%

Yes

No

Unsure
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Count 
Government  22  Employment  20  Social  18 
Retail   18  Technology  15  Health  13 
Financial  11   Relationships  7  Education 5 
Sports   2  Other   17   

Are these assumptions mainly positive or negative? 

 

7. Where is ageism experienced 
If you have been affected ageism, which environment was it in?  

  
Respondents were asked to tick any that applied 
 

 
 
 
 

7, 9%

32, 44%18, 25%

16, 22% Positive

Negative

Neither

Doesn't apply
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Count 
Positive  7 
Negative  32  
Neither  18 
Doesn’t apply 16 
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Have you been ignored or talked down to in a SOCIAL environment due 
to age? 

 
 
Have you been subjected to jokes about your age/ ageing?  
 

 
Have you been talked down to in a RETAIL environment due to age?  

 

30, 41%

35, 48%

8, 11%

Yes

No

Unsure

28, 39%

36, 49%

9, 12%

Yes

No

Unsure

Count 
Yes   30 
No   35  
Unsure  8 

Count 
Yes   33 
No   30  
Unsure  10 

33, 45%

30, 41%

10, 14%

Yes

No

Unsure

 
Count 
Yes   28 
No   36  
Unsure  0 
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Have you been ignored or talked down to in a CUSTOMER SERVICE 
environment due to age?  

 
 
Have you been ignored or talked down to in a HEALTH environment due 
to age? 
 

  
 
Have you been helped without asking for it? 
 

 

27, 37%

36, 49%

10, 14%

Yes

No

Unsure

16, 22%

48, 66%

9, 12%

Yes

No

Unsure

32, 44%

33, 45%

8, 11%

Yes

No

Unsure

Count 
Yes   27 
No   36  
Unsure  10 

Count 
Yes   16 
No   48  
Unsure  9 

Count 
Yes   32 
No   33  
Unsure  8 
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8. Ageism in the workplace 

Have you been 
ignored or talked 
down to in a work 
environment due 
to age? 
 

 

Count 
Yes – 25 
No – 39 
Unsure - 9 

 
Have you been 
turned down for a 
job or position 
due to age?  

 

 

Count 
Yes – 19 
No – 42 
Unsure - 12 

 
Have you been 
ignored for 
promotions due to 
age?  

 

 

Count 
Yes – 11 
No – 13 
Unsure - 23 

 
Have you had your 
ability to learn 
new technologies 
questioned due to 
age?  

 

 

Count 
Yes – 29 
No – 36 
Unsure - 8 

 

25, 34%

39, 54%

9, 12%

Yes

No

Unsure

19, 26%

42, 58%

12, 16%
Yes

No

Unsure

11, 15%

39, 53%

23, 32% Yes

No

Unsure

29, 40%

36, 49%

8, 11%

Yes

No

Unsure
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9. Thoughts on ageing 

Do you agree with 
the statement, 
“It’s wrong to 
make judgements 
about someone 
based on their 
age?” 
 

 

Count 
Yes – 60 
No – 2 
Neither 
agree or 
disagree  11 

Do you agree that 
“When I think 
about getting 
older, I can’t see 
any positives?” 

 

Count 
Yes – 8 
No – 48 
Neither 
agree or 
disagree  17 

Do you agree that 
“Today’s 
generation is 
leaving the world 
in a worse state 
than it was 
before?” 

 

 

Count 
Yes – 24 
No – 23 
Neither 
agree or 
disagree  26 

Do you agree that 
“People should 
embrace getting 
older, rather than 
fearing it?” 

 

 

Count 
Yes – 61 
No – 2 
Neither 
agree or 
disagree  10 

 

60, 82%

2, 3% 11, 
15%

Yes

No

Neither agree
or disagree

8, 11%

48, 66%

17, 23%

Yes

No

Neither agree
or disagree

24, 33%

23, 31%

26, 36%

Yes

No

Neither agree
or disagree

61, 83%

2, 3% 10, 
14%

Yes

No

Neither agree
nor disagree
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10. Thoughts on age and getting older 
How do you think about your age?  
 

• 53 people responded positively and pragmatically 
• 11 people were in two minds about how they thought of their age 
• 9 people responded negatively 
• 2 people chose not to answer 

 
A selection of comments received are given below (very brief responses or 
similar responses have been omitted). 
 
Positive 

1. it's a chance to try new things still, to kick some career goals and enjoy family before they 
leave home 

2. I think I must exercise more and learn new things. It is important that I try doing things out 
of my comfort zone. 

3. I feel too young for just turning 70.  I am still very active mentally and physically.  Most 
employers don't want to consider an older person for any reasonably paid position.   

4. I don’t think about my age,  
5. We all age so make the most of it and try to always think positive. 
6. I’m fairly fit and an optimistic person 
7. My progression through time to maturity and increased knowledge 
8. I am aware of aging into an unknown world where there is less to look forward to. I am 

interested in remaining socially and culturally active as long as I can.  
9. I am happy with my abilities. 
10. Luckily I studied in my 40's and I am now in a profession where age is appreciated in the 

NT - it is not so in other states." 
11. lucky to be alive 
12. I am what I am, I am a young at heart person. 
13. A young 73 
14. I often forget that I’m old. That my understanding of time shifts regularly. 
15. I don't think much about it. People tell me I look much younger than my age which is nice. 

Generally, it's irrelevant. 
16. I don't normally even think about it. 
17. I'm comfortable about age and understand it's inevitable to the end 
18. I'm comfortable with my age and enjoy excellent health, I take no medications, except 

occasional NSAIDS and Vitamin Supplements. I am in a stable relationship. 
19. "Very good & able to communicate very well & memorize very well. Self-relent." 
20. I consider myself a very young active 60 year old 
21. Don't feel old (though may look it!). 
22. It is what it is but my age does not determine my mental or physical abilities 
23. I still feel young (well I am in mind) but sometimes my body does not agree 
24. I am amazed that I have got this far in life! 
25. I think that nobody would guess that I was 66.  To be fair, I’ve never had an issue at work 

here but have had problems from some work colleagues whilst I lived in Melbourne.  
26. Age is a state of mind. Act old, you’ll be treated as old! 
27. It doesn't get in my way 
28. I am doing the best I can.   
29. I always just see myself as old as I feel which is generally about 18 years of age 
30. I am keen to enjoy the freedoms of my age so mostly enjoy it 
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31. "Surprised to be considered as a senior. 
32. Grateful to have made it to this age and looking forward to going forward honing in on my 

wisdom and grace" 
33. It is what it is 
34. It doesn’t bother me as I’m still active, healthy and capable.  
35. I don't think I am "old" but am getting "older" 
36. I am a mentally and physically fit 70 yr old!.  
37. "I do not, I keep myself busy and occupied." 
38. My age is my age, there is nothing I can do about it.  I need to stay healthy. 
39. If I’m aging I’m breathing 
40. Don't think that I'm old 
41. Its a date on the calendar it does not reflect my abilities or disabilities! still feel young 
42. positive - a privilege to get that far when others don’t 
43. think I am younger than I look 

 

 
Both 

1. I only think of my age when I can’t do something or it takes longer to do it 
2. Sometimes positive sometimes negative 
3. "I’m blessed to have a good life though I’m a bit anxious as I want to keep teaching but 

can’t because I risk losing pension 
4. "It's a great age, I love having more life experience, skills and wisdom. I am also angry that 

particularly in the workplace this is not appreciated, and often younger people have 
priority, even though they often not have the skills needed for a job. 

5. Some days I feel 50, other days I feel 90. 
6. Feeling it is time for retirement, or rather a re-alignment. 
7. I only think about my age when I ache, fall or have poor medical test results. 
8. I only think about it when I can't do what I did before 
9. DEPENDENDS ON BEING GOOD DAY & INTERNET CONNECTION 
10. Well, I seem to be in 2 minds there -   Mind thinks I'm still 30 but body reminds me I'm not 

that fit any more!   I don't really dwell on it ....    
11. just turned 65 - 2 years closer to retirement 

 

 
Negative 

1. Fewer and fewer interests.  
2. That I am the age I am, and I don’t feel as prepared as I would like to be about the future. 
3. My main concern is realising my own mortality as I get older and not wanting to linger on 

with dementia or be a burden to my family. 
4. I feel contractors think because I am old and a woman, I will be easy to rip off thus 

overcharging for suboptimal service 
5.  Not wanting to age too quickly. Not ready to retire although that is often suggested by 

others despite many years of experience. 
6. Ageing is very real but, in your mind, you are affected more by other's attitudes which is 

something you cannot control 
7. I am aware that I do not have the energy to do things that I used to have and that I need to 

take more care with exercising. 
8. terrible, neglected and disrespected 
9. feel my options are decreasing 
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How do you feel about getting older?  
 

• 22 people responded positively  
• 14 people were neither overtly positive nor negative, with the main 

sentiment being ‘it’s just how it is’ 
• 34 people responded negatively with many reporting feeling scared, 

frightened or terrified with concerns around employment security, 
declining health, living off pensions, facing loneliness and lack of 
support systems 

• 1 person chose not to answer 
 
A selection of comments given are published below (very brief responses or 
similar responses have been omitted). 
 

Positive 
• I try not to think of age and getting older. I am a fit, reasonably trim and healthy person 

maintained as the result of type 2 diabetes.  
• Does not worry me if I can do what I need to or want to 
• Can’t do anything about getting older other than embrace it. 
• Not ideal but no alternative. A plus is still being here! 
• looking forward to another 10 or15 years 
• It doesn't faze me, I look forward to another 30-40 years on this mortal planet. I make a 

conscious effort to live a holistic lifestyle and mainly my physical and mental wellbeing. 
• I refuse to get old until I have too. 
• No problem with getting older that is natural but it doesn't mean you have to get 'old' per 

se. I think a lot of older people do themselves a disservice by grumbling about getting old 
rather than enjoying the fact that they are just getting older. 

• getting older only in looks 
 

Both 
• As above, I feel too young for my age and don't look forward to the various work and social 

constraints that will be forced on me as I age   
• Personally, I'm fine with it. Financially I am worried about what will happen when I can't 

work anymore 
• fatalistic, good in some ways but the end is getting closer and closer 
• OK, but don't want to lose mu very high energy level It happens 
• Unfortunately, inevitable. Just get on with it and make the most of all you can. 
• Natural process and learn to accommodate old age. 
• It is a fact of life everyone is ageing. 
• "I love it, sure I would love to turn back the clock, but while I can still remain fit and healthy, 

I enjoy every day. Sure a few parts have been replaced, but that's made me better not 
made me worse and I don't deserve the discrimination I have received from some 
Government dept personal. I have written evidence of all this which I would love to show 
you!" 

• doesn't worry me while I can do the things I want 
• challenged, but up to it with help of younger generations 
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Negative 
 

1. A little bit worried, particularly if i had to apply for a new job.  
2. I'm a bit worried about my health because of my family history, and about money but as 

for ageing - not a worry 
3. I don't like the idea of getting older without a secure income I feel that the system wont 

look after older Australians. I am terrified of having to live off a pension. 
4. Dislike having compromised fitness levels 
5. I don't feel any different to when I was young and had the world ahead of me, but my body 

has been telling me that it is feeling the effect of the passing years. 
6. Medical care needs are greater and more frequent 
7. I worry about a deteriorating physicality, something that has been important in my life and 

work so far. But I have nursed older people, including parents, into the grave and so also 
look forward to the grace that may come with age 

8. Better than the alternative On reflection sadness creeps in with what has passed 
9. Concerns about my health, where I will live in a couple of years - big decisions to make and 

I have been on my own now for nearly 30 years 
10. "Worried about the way the economy and unsure if the pension will cover increased costs." 
11. Sometimes scary when I see so many people with chronic illnesses or living in lonely 

circumstances.  Feel concerned about the safety of old people 
12. I don’t like losing physical strength. Looking forward to retirement. 
13. I’m scared of losing my mobility  
14. Worried health will decline. Feel left out. 
15. scared but also it is a reality 
16. Don't much like it - getting aches and pains I've never had before.  
17. The health issues increase and it’s about accepting what one can and can’t do 
18. Fatalistic 
19. The slowing down of movement bothers me  
20. A little regretful that I probably won’t get to do all the things I wanted to.  
21. it’s not about getting older - it’s about not being able to do as much as before 
22. Scared about getting older 
23. At the moment, I don’t think about getting old but I do think about what life will be like 

when I am old and don’t have anyone to look after me. 
24. bucket list not emptying 
25. frightening due to lack of support system 
26. concerned about funding 
27. Rather apprehensive - plan to do as much as I can for as long as I can.  Reality intervenes 

sometimes. 
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11. Ageing in the media 
Do you think that the media used aged-based stereotypes?  
 

Count 
Yes – 46 
No – 1 
Unsure - 25 

 
 
 
 
 

 
How do you think older people are represented in the media?  
 

• 5 people responded positively noting improvement and that older 
people are regarded as wise heads, assets and capable. 

• 19 people were neither overtly positive nor negative, with most noting 
that portrayals of older people depending on the context, purpose and 
intended outcome of certain representation. 

• 43 people responded negatively with many reporting that older 
people are regarded as invisible/out of sight, irrelevant, condescended 
to, misrepresented and stereotyped.  

• 4 people chose not to answer or felt the question was not applicable. 
 
A selection of comments given are published below (very brief responses or 
similar responses have been omitted). In the case of the more negative in 
tone responses, the breadth of comment was so wide, that more of these 
have been included. 
 

Positive 
• It depends on what we mean by older, but I think generally the over 50s are treated as the 

wise heads and counsel for the country. 
• As they are, an asset.  
• I think more and more they are represented as still being more than capable into their 80's 

and 90's with more stories about how many older people are still extremely viable and 
have much to offer society. 
 

 

Neither  
• Frequently doddery, old fashioned and incompetent. Sometimes wise and knowledgeable. 

 
  

46, 63%

1, 1%

26, 36%
Yes

No

Unsure
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• Depends on the advertising spin, if it’s selling products for health benefit then usually a 
man or woman is middle class or affluent looking, with an income to afford to buy 
products. Sometimes humour is used and a stereotypical grey haired person is used. 

• Variable.  Some are shown as high achievers, and contributing lots 
• Too broad to answer.  Which media?  which journalist?  What topic? 
• Mixed, it all depended on either requirement of Political or commercial hype at the time 
• Depends - sometimes positively e.g when someone has done something interesting. 

Sometimes negatively e.g referring to aged care 
• Often older people are used as examples in stories about health care, disability etc - 

negatively - but they are also shown as strong (grandparents especially) in fighting for 
social change. Often this is because they have the time available, if retired, to actively 
advocate for different issues. 

• More older people are on media than previous generations. Mature people are in more 
face to face roles - airlines, shops, service industries. etc 

• Depends on what sources of media you are referring to, there are plenty of positive and 
not so positive representations to balance themselves out 

• It varies with the program and purpose - and depends on what outcome they are looking 
for.  Often presented as victims of some circumstance so rather focused on the individual - 
not the generation.  In general, I feel the input of older generations has been neglected. 

 

Negative 
• clumsy, grumpy, forgetful, slow 
• Not as much as they should.  When using an older person then that person is in the 

younger age range.   
• There not represented in the media. Except for people in aged care during COVID.  
• I do resent being defined as a "baby boomer" because the current generation seems to 

have labelled people of that era as has-beens. 
• AS frail, scared, likely to be robbed, and generally a burden 
• Usually as infirm and needing assistance with advertising aimed at buying “anti-aging” 

products  
• "Depends - if your healthy and fit - looking after yourself - there is the assumption possibly 

that you have done all the right things to be healthy at your age. 
• Possible stereotype - if overweight (even if due to medical reasons) have let yourself go 

and need to work at it. There is that body image stereotype that you experience when 
younger but about eating the wrong foods and not exercising. If you only did this or that - 
you will feel better, not addressing the real issues going on as we age." 

• It depends on what is sold. The happy laughing well-dressed couples is wrong. We're just 
like other people vary just like other ages 

• As silly old fools which I detest as it is not true but many elders don't seem to be offended 
by this 

• Mainly as sick, also gullible, cranky, obstinate 
• "As a burden to taxpayers rather than an untapped resource" 
• Usually represented as much older than they are e.g. Grandmothers are grey haired and 

wizened, not tech savvy, gullible, stupid, jolly stereotypes. 
• Pretty much as helpless or as a nuisance and should be able to do the same as others 

regardless of age, condition, health etc.  
• Disabled, intellectually challenged, forgetful, slow, inept, funny that the worst media 

offenders have a nonogenerian as their CEO/Owner (Rupert Murdoch). 
• I feel images are more inclined to be people over 70 and their physical/appearance more 

on the frail side   
• They have outlived their usefulness.   
• The health ads always portray older people especially hearing aid  ads   
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• Older people are usually out of sight, particularly older women.  
• they are not, other than in the news, or soapies where attitudes are reinforced 
• As being old or; "over 50" in some instances.  
• not respected and opinion not valued 
• blamed for current state of the world, when it wasn’t me 
• younger gen are the "beautiful people", seniors are ignored 
• digitally illiterate and easily scammed 
• presumed to be physically infirm 
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12. Making change 
What do you think can be done to improve the Territory’s age 
friendliness?  
 

Citizenship & Community 
• All ages should be encouraged to be considerate and respectful of each other. 
• Be more tolerant and improve access to venues 
• "Change society to be less greedy and less selfish! Smaller communities always think of 

others, big communities have forgotten how 
• Open mindedness 
• increased awareness of generational divide. find bridges 
• more tolerance toward my coping with digital age 
• People should speak out about being discriminated against due to their age without fear 

of any comeback. 

 
Concessions 

• More discounts for seniors doing it tough on low incomes. 
• More activities such as Senior’s week which were very enjoyable. Perhaps some discounts 

on bills for those who must manage without the pension. 
• encourage seniors discounts. specific times for shopping when less busy. 

 
 

Education 
• Lifting profile of some high achievers and story telling.  Been there done that and our 

experiences do matter 
• I strongly believe COTA should take the case to the Education Minister whereby senior 

level high school students could take a humanities based subject involving close contact 
with senior people in order to arm themselves with a previous generation's experience and 
knowledge of what the future holds for them. This idea leans heavily to the adage that to 
know the future, look to the past. Close interaction between generations could certainly 
generate positive outcomes, a far more desirable result than from the negatives attached 
to Ageism. 

• All organisations should be made aware through awareness training of inbuilt biases 
about ageism that are held by society in general. There are some very good 
courses/workshops etc available 

• Education. I feel invisible  
• Unsure, but organisation like yours, even by asking people to complete surveys like these 

are definitely going in the right direction. All the best 
• better advertising and involvement cross generations. 
• Educate younger people that our age does not say we have no ability! its a date on the 

calendar. 
 
 

Employment 
• Offer, or at least interview, men like my husband suitable jobs, even if he is a bit 

overqualified and don't let them fall to the bottom. 
• Allow people to work even though they are on a pension, that pension not to be taken 

from them.   
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• The Territory is much better than some of the States.  The workforce in health, my area of 
work, is more mature and diverse than a lot of places.   

 

Government policy & support 
• make Gov't departments more accessible and user friendly for seniors 
• Get politicians to think about something other than themselves - specifically making 

better use of the ageing population. 
• In this survey, it is good that you have used ten year age ranges from 30 and older. As a 

senior in my mid-60s my experiences are very different from people in other age groups. 
There also needs to be consideration in government policies about the effect on seniors, as 
there is (or should be) on child-friendly communities. Urban planners and transport 
planners need to be more considerate of the physical and mobility limitations associated 
with ageing. 

• There are contradictions with the various levels of Government that cause unnecessary 
hardships for an older person, ie; Dept of Housing.  On one hand the Govt insists people 
have superannuation but when that older person needs to apply for housing, then within 
the NT Govt Housing, an older person can only have $50,000 total in cash and assets!!!  I 
have never been able to buy my own home but now that I have accumulated a reasonable 
amount in super, I am denied housing and was forced into homelessness for a period 
before I could secure an expensive private rental! 

• Better access to things (this would be beneficial for all). Support for great seniors’ activities 
that are not all about health and well-being, or lack of health and unwell being. highlight 
the sense of being an Elder that we can learn from Indigenous and Southeast Asian 
Cultures that are right at our doorsteps. More shade and seating in nature. (Can't even 
traverse the Darwin Mall in the rain without getting wet.) I love the free bus, but ensuring 
Elders are present and visible has to be deeply ingrained in policy that does not base 
Aging in negativity. 

 

Health 
 

• Moving the rehabilitation services into the Darwin CBD instead of out in Palmerston. 
 

Housing (Accessible Buildings & Aged Care Facilities) 
• U think that the federals Government along with state government should build and run 

retirement villages and aged care facilities in the Northern Territory.  It should be run as 
Not for profit, keep private business out of it.  No profiting off the most venerable people 
in our community.  

• Build dedicated dementia care facilities. This is something that should have been a priority 
since dementia care was identified as a need decades ago. I’m disgusted with our 
governments approach to aged care.  

• Much better and affordable housing options. 
• Overall, I think the NT embraces older people but could certainly do more to provide aged 

care through packages and also building more aged care housing. 
• Provision of more residential aged care so people who want to remain in the territory can 

do so rather than having to relocate south to find residential aged care places. 
• Better access to buildings, building codes that make houses more access friendly  not  only  

for senior citizens but  the  whole  community .  

 

Inclusivity 
• Listen to aged people opinions more. 
• encourage participation from a wider age group 
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• I'm not too sure that much needs to be done. I have always gained the respect from those 
to whom I have come in contact with; young, older, schoolchildren, nieces, nephews and 
my grandchildren.  Adopt the premise that If you treat a person the way you yourself 
would like to be treated the result can be rewarding and long living.  

• A lot of it comes down to how the older person sees themselves or interacts with the 
younger generations.  

• good internet connections and access to personalised services 
• More and better engagement between generations. develop processes/programs where 

the wealthy of knowledge and experience is integrated into key elements of a vibrant and 
unique society 

• Promote initiatives or campaigns that are inclusive. Everyone should be able to enjoy 
activities and to participate as active members of the community, regardless of age or 
technical abilities. 

• In the NT my demographic (over 80) are not many in number.  There does seem in Darwin 
quite a few social options though this may not be true of our smaller towns. 

• Not sure, maybe have better relationships with the older generation. Listen to the seniors. 
• mix the age groups more, have them interconnected. 

 
 

Recognition 
• Highlight the positive impact of their input and experience as much as possible - and hope 

it gets the recognition it deserves. 
• "Recognize their value i.e. knowledge, their support and contribution in community and 

their learnt knowledge to be able to actively participate in the workplace to assist in 
meeting skills shortages. This will mean changes to the earning threshold without 
penalties and loss of pension.. this one point has huge benefits i.e. help with skill 
shortages, improve mental and physical well-being of seniors, and increase community 
engage and isolation. 

 

Representation 
• More Government adds that show older Territorians going fishing  etc not just younger 

people 
• Create a number of avatars to represent the NT aged community and use these whenever 

a new policy, procedure or other event occurs. This will help those making the process or 
procedure, or event have a concept of a person, rather than assuming based on their 
perception of, or experience with, the aged community. 

• media awareness programmes on ways for people to help 
• "MAKE, say 65 the attractiveness of the NT." 

 

Transport 
 

• As part of what I believe to be a minority group here in the NT - not enough 
accommodation options for those over 60, I have supported friends over the years, 
including my mum, now passed, and transport is a problem, and can be scary at times, 
some taxi’s don’t honour the half price, concerns for shopping - as help only offer 1 hr, so 
the freedom to browse gone, and don’t get me started about the only options for 
dependent aged care facilities - absolutely atrocious, not held accountable. I want to move 
away as soon as I finish working. Safety when shopping or walking the streets in some 
areas a problem. Seen an elderly person robbed at a shopping centre - opportunistic - 
knocked to the ground. Safety and security. 

• Better public transport - more destinations. 
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• Provide better services and accessibility for mobility.  More parking for aged persons 
without a disabled permit. 

• More access to groups and assistance with travel. More opportunity for socializing and 
support from friends 

• Provide appropriate transport for those of us who live in the remote towns who may have 
to rely on public transport. Speak to us and not over us. Listen to us as attentively as to 
anyone from younger age groups. Provide decent security/assistance for older people in 
shopping centres, around the streets etc. Older people are very vulnerable and easily 
injured in incidents that may not bother a younger person. 
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13. Conclusion
The World Health Organisation’s 2021 report on ageism stated that half the world’s 
population is ageist against older people. 

In Is the Territory Age-Friendly? 2022 survey findings, 42.5% of respondents have 
been affected by ageist attitudes. In the global scheme of things, it would appear to 
be positive news for senior Territorians. 

Of course, improvements can be made on 42.5%, and the findings reveal that in 
environments such as government, education and retail attitudes towards older 
people could improve. There is plenty of education available online on how best to 
deliver customer services and to engage with older people. 

As many survey respondents suggested, training and education across the 
generations would enable all of us to become more age friendly. 

A few examples, 
• Providing excellent in customer service for older people - Seniors Card VIC
• https://www.agegracefullyamerica.com/tailoring-your-customer-service-to-

older-adults/ - Age Gracefully America
• Better Together: A Practical Guide to Effective Engagement with Older People -

Office for the Ageing (OFTA) & SA Government

Amongst those who completed the survey, it was heartening to see that the 
majority (over 60%) felt that people should embrace getting older rather than 
fearing it. 48% could see positives in getting older. 

https://outdoorsvictoria.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Seniors-Card_AFPP_Customer-Service_P1.pdf
https://www.agegracefullyamerica.com/tailoring-your-customer-service-to-older-adults/
https://www.agegracefullyamerica.com/tailoring-your-customer-service-to-older-adults/
https://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/efc56a004efc69f1b7ccf79ea2e2f365/Better+Together+-+A+Practical+Guide+to+Effective+Engagement+with+Older+People.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&amp;CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE-efc56a004efc69f1b7ccf79ea2e2f365-nwLmRMW
https://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/public+content/sa+health+internet/resources/better+together+-+a+practical+guide+to+effective+engagement+with+older+people
https://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/public+content/sa+health+internet/resources/better+together+-+a+practical+guide+to+effective+engagement+with+older+people
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14. Appendix A: SURVEY PDF 
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• Ageism / Every AGE Counts 
• Age Friendly Communities – Projects from around Australia and the World 
• Age Friendly Resources 
• COTA NT Annual Report 2021-2022 
• NT Grandparents Day 
• NT Seniors Voice Engagement Hub – Surveys & Engagement Hub 
• NT Seniors Voice publication 

https://www.cotant.org.au/cota-advocacy/our-collaborations/everyage-counts/
https://www.cotant.org.au/information/age-friendly-communities-2/
https://www.cotant.org.au/information/age-friendly-resources/
https://www.cotant.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/COTA-Annual-Report-2021-22Web.pdf
https://ntgrandparentsday.org.au/about/
https://ntseniorsvoice.org.au/
https://www.cotant.org.au/nt-seniors-voice/advertising/


COTA NT provides support and services for seniors, 
service providers and stakeholders in the Northern 
Territory including advocacy, events, information, 
news, publications and specialised programs.

COTA NT is an incorporated Public Benevolent 
Institution (PBI) with Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR)  
status (as Council on the Ageing  
(Northern Territory) Inc.)  
ABN 86 316 991 800.

COTA NT is registered with the  
Australian Charities & Nonprofits  
Commission CAN 86316991800.

10 ways to 
support us
COTA NT, the leading advocate for seniors’ 
rights and well-being in the Northern 
Territory, is a small not-for-profit but 
despite our size, we create a very loud  
voice and punch way above our weight. 

To do even more, we need your support. 

 1.   Say yes to  
Volunteering!

 2.  Be a Member

 3.   Be a Club and  
Associate  
Member

 4.   Sponsor an event  
or program

 5.   Be a Supporter  
($$ or in-kind)

 6.   Make a  
donation

 7. Leave a legacy

 8.  Choose an  
in-memory  
gift 

 9.  Fundraise  
for COTA 

 10.  Make a  
major gift

Find out more 
 www.cotant.org.au/support-us
  Stephanie: communications@cotant.org.au

 08 8941 1004 

Unlike national and larger not-for-profit 
organisations, we do not have the resources to  

make follow up phone-calls, send emails or letters  
if you express an interest in supporting COTA NT.

COTA NT – Council on the Ageing  
Northern Territory

Spillett House, 65 Smith Street,  
Darwin NT 0800

GPO Box 852, Darwin NT 0801

08 8941 1004

admin@cotant.org.au

www.cotant.org.au

facebook.com/COTANorthernTerritory
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